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EXISTENCE AND NONUNIQUENESS OF INVARIANT
MEANS ON JSf°°(C7)
CHARLES F. DUNKL AND DONALD E. RAMIREZ1

Abstract.
For G an infinite compact group we show the existence and nonuniqueness of invariant means on the dual of the
Fourier algebra. It follows that the space of weakly almost periodic
functionals on the Fourier algebra is a proper closed subspace of the
dual of the Fourier algebra.

We let G denote an infinite compact group and G its dual. We use the
notation of [2, Chapters 7 and 8]. Recall A(G) denotes the Fourier algebra
of G (an algebra of continuous functions on G) and =Sf°°(G) denotes its
dual under the pairing (/, <f>)(feA(G), $£^{0)).
Further note a"°{ú)
is identified with the C*-algebra of bounded operators on L2(G) commuting with right translation. The module action of A(G) on ¿¿""{ó) is

defined by the following: for feA(G),

</>e^°°(G), fi<p£<£x(G) by

(g,f<p)=(fg,<p),geA(G).
Alsoll/^IL^II/IUML.
Definition.
An invariant mean on ^^{G) is a bounded linear
functional/? onáC^iG) such that (\) p(<p)^0 whenever <¿>0, (2)p(I)=l

(7 is the identity in J^°°(G)),and (3)p(f-<j>)=f(e)p{<p),feA(G),
<p£3"°(G),
e the identity in G. (Note ||/>||= 1.)
If G is also abelian, then G is a discrete group and (3) is equivalent to
p(<px)=p(<l>), <pE&"°(G), xeG, where <pxis the translate of <j>by x.

Let P={feA(G):f(e)=\

and/is

positive definite}. Now £ is a convex

spanning subset of A(G) and a commutative semigroup under pointwise
multiplication. Further P contains functions with supports in arbitrarily

small neighborhoods of e.
The collection of invariant means on J^X(G) will be denoted by Jf.

Thus for pe^x(G)*

(the dual of -2"° ((?)), peJT if and only if (l)p(cp)>0

whenever c^O, (2)p(I)=1, and {3)p(f-<p)=p(<f>),feP,<¿ej2""(G).
Note </, />-/(«), and f-I=f(e)I (feA(G)).
In JS?°°(G) let iv* denote the weak-* topology oL&x{G), A(G)). In
JS?°°(G)* let t denote the weak-* topology ffiJS?00((?)*,^"(G)). Let ;
denote the canonical embedding of A(G) intoi?10^)*.
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Theorem 1. Jí is not empty.

Proof. Let K={q<E£"*iG)*:qi<p)>0 whenever <¿^0 (^ejSP°°(G)) and
qil)=\).
Then K is a r-compact convex subset of .¿""(G)*. Further P
acts as a commutative semigroup of r-continuous operators of K into K;
the action is (/, q)*-^f-q where if-q)i<p)=qif'<p), for /eP, ^reA", and
(pe£CœiG). By the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem [1, p. 456] there

exists peK such that f-p=p for all peK. But then pif-<p)=pi<f>)for all
(peSC^iG),so peJ^. D
For ^Se^iG), let 0*(<¿) be the w*-closure in J2r*°((?)of {f<j>:feP}.
We will characterize the fixed points on O*(</>),that is, the constant
multiples of/which are in 0*i<j>).Observe that on 0*i<f>)the w* topology
is the topology of pointwise convergence on G. (See [4] for a more general
setting.)
Theorem 2. Let ^eJ5f°°(G) and {ga} be a net in P such that gx-<f>^+cl
in w*, ceC. Then there existspejV with pi<p)=c.

Proof.
Let gx-(p^*cl in w*. For a neighborhood F of e, let uveP with
spiUy^V.
For A a vv*-neighborhood of ci, write gA,r/=gawF where
uvgx-<p£X.(Note gauv-cf>^-cl in w* for each F.) Thus

iX,V)

sptgA.F -►

{e} and

(X,V)

gA,r • 0 -►

ci

in w*. Thus we may assume that spt gx^.{e}.
Let peä""iG)*
be a -r-cluster point of {jgj.
Let £>0. Pick a0 such that a^a0 implies
\{gx,<p)-c\

Since sptgx^+{e}, p^JT.

= \{\,gx-<p)-{\,cl)\<e/2.

Choose a^a0 with \{gx, <p)—pi<f>)\<e/2.Then
|/>(# - c\ < \pi<p) - (gx, <p)\ + \(gx, <f>)-c\<e

and so pi<f>)
= c.

D

Corollary
3. If there is some ^eJ5?°°(G) such that {ceC:cleO*i<p)}
has at least two points, then there are at least two different invariant means
on JS?°°(G), hence infinitely many.

Proof.

jV is a convex subset of Sf""iô)*.

Theorem 4.

Given peJi,

D

there is a net {gx}^P such that gx-<f>^->pi<p)I

inw*forall<pG^"ciG).
Proof.
Let peJi. Now/> as a linear functional on JÖ?°°(G)has norm
one, thus by Goldstine's theorem [1, p. 424], there is a net {hx}in the unit

ball of /1(G) such that jhx^.p in r.
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1^«^4.

For

¿eJ2f""((?)with ï=4>*, the numbers }>(#, (h^-h^, <p),and (h,-hXi, <f>)
are all real. Thus (hX3—hXi,<f>)^0. Thus we may assume hx=hx —hx¡ with

hai(e)+hH(e)<L
//ai(e)-M

Since jhjí*p in r, hXi(e)-hx¿e)\l

and Aa,(e)-ï>0. Let gx=hxJhxXe)

(put <¿=7), hence

(f°r a sufficiently

large),

then

gxeP And for/ÊT», <pe^(G), (f gÀ)={gx, f<p)^p(f<p)=p(cp). Thus
g^i+piftlmw*.
D
Corollary

5. £or <p£g"»{G),{p(<f>):pesV}={ceC:cIeO*(<p)}.

Theorem 6. Let H be a closed subgroup of G and suppose p is
invariant mean on £i"°(H). Then p extends to ¿PX(G), that is, there is
invariant mean q on Jé"0(G) with q\p*^x(H)=p
where p* is the adjoint
p:A(G)—>-A(H), the restriction map, which is bounded and onto (see

an
an
of
[2,

Chapter 8]).
Proof.
Previously defined symbols subscripted with 77 denote the
appropriate objects with respect to 77. By Theorem 4, there exists a net
{fx}^PH such that fx-4>^p(<t>)IHin w*Hfor all <p<Eg"*>{H).
Let V be a
neighborhood of e in G and let ureP with spt t/Fc V. For A a r^-neighborhood of p, let fx v=fxuv\H
where jH{fxuv\H)eX.
(Note that
(fxur\H, <p)= (uv\H,fx-<p)^(uv\H,p{<p)IH)=p{<p),<¿eJ2"°(77)and K fixed.)
Now letgae£

with pgx=gx\H=fx.

Define gx,v=gxur.

Choosey

a r-cluster

point of {jgx,y}- Then qeJV by Theorem 2.

For <p&Sem(H)and e>0, pick A0such that for l^l0 (that is, k^À0)
and any V, \{fx v, <¿)-/>(</>)|<e/2. Now choose (A, K)^(A0, K) with

\q(p*<f>)-(gx.r,
P*<P)\<*I2Thus

|?0>*#-/>(#| ^ l?(p*<¿)
- fe.r, P*<¿>l
+ IW, P*<¿>
-/>(0I
<el2 + \(fx,F,<p)-p(<p)\<e.
Hence q(p*<f>)=p(<f>)
for <pe£"*(H). G
Corollary
7. £e/ H be a closed subgroup of G with two different
invariant means on =£?°°(/7). £/îî>« /Aere ore ru'o different invariant means on

Sex(G).
Corollary
8. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then there are two
different invariant means on ä?x(G).

Proof.
Compact Lie groups have a torus £ as a closed abelian subgroup. And invariant means are not unique on T, for 0 and 1 are in
0*((pz+) (<pz+is the characteristic function of the nonnegative integers).

Now use Corollary 3.

D
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Remark. If G=5£/(2), the group of 2x2 unitary matrices of determinant one, then we can construct cpeJé'^iG) with 0*i<j>)containing two
different constants. The dual of 5(7(2) can be identified with the set Z+,
and for k=\, 2, • • ■, choose integers nk, mk such that the subsets Ek,
Fk^Z+,

Ek = {nk-k,

■•• , nk-l,nk,

nk+\,-

■■ , nk+k}, Fk={mk-k,

•■■ ,

mk—l,mk,mk+\,
• • ■,mk-\-k), are pairwise disjoint and cover Z+. Let
(pe^C^iG) be such that </>„=/„+, (identity operator on C"+1) for ne\J Ek

and 4>n=0 for ne(J Fk. Then 0*i<p) contains 0 and 1.
For a, ßeG, the tensor product, Tx®Tß, of the two representations
decomposes
into irreducible
components:
Tx®Tßc^.^ @y Mxßiy)Ty,
where Mxßiy)=$G XzXßXydmG, a nonnegative integer i%x is the character
of the class ¡x and mG is normalized Haar measure on G). For E, fc Ç,
we define E®F={yeG:Mxßiy)^0,
cx.eE, ßeF). This operation makes G
into a hypergroup. If £®£<=£, then E is called a subhypergroup of G.
For aeG, there is a conjugate äeG such that Xä(x)=XAx)> X^G. If £ is a

subhypergroup and E={5i:a.eE}^E,
then E is called a normal subhypergroup.
For fc G, [F] denotes the smallest normal subhypergroup containing F.
We say that G is finitely generated if and only if there is a finite set
a,, • • • , afceG such that [a1; • • • , cck]= G.

Let (pe^C^iG), define the carrier of <p,cr </>,to be the set {aeG^^O}.
For/e^(G),
and cpe^iG),
cr(/-<¿)=(cr/)~@(cr
<p)(see [3]).
Theorem 9. Let G be an infinite compact group. Then there are nonunique invariant means on ^"(G).

Proof.
If G is a Lie group, then ¿tf^iô) has nonunique invariant
means by Corollary 8. So we assume G is not finitely generated.
Let v=card G (the cardinality of G). Then v is an infinite limit ordinal,
and let G={y0, yx, • • • , yx, • • ■} (AO) be a well-ordering of G. Let
¡x0=y0. For X<v, let ocAeGbe the least element of G relative to the wellordering with oc^U {[a0, • • • , a„]:jti<A}. (The existence is assured since

for AO with X infinite, card U {[a0, ■• • , a;j]:iti<A}=card X^X<v.)
Define an ordinal-valued function /on G by ;(a) = inf{A:ae[oc0, • • ■ , aA]}
(aeG). If a, ßeG with i(a»i(/3),
then /(y) = /(a) for all yea.®ß (recall
Mxßiy) = Myßic), a, ß, yeG).
Call a limit ordinal even, and a nonlimit ordinal even (respectively odd)
if its predecessor is odd (respectively even). Let £= {aeG :/(a) is even}.
Let <£eJS?°°(G)be defined by <px=hx (tne identity operator in &iCn*))
for cteE and </>x
—0 otherwise. We first show 0eO*i<f>). For each a.x, let
fx=Xxx/nxy Then fxeP. If aecr(/V</>), then (aA®a)n£'?i0.
Now consider {a.x:X<.v, X odd} as a net. Fix aeG, then for all odd X<v with
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Thus {fx<p)x

= 0 for all large odd A, and so (fx-(f))^.0pointwise on G. Thus fx-<j>^Jd
in w*, and so 0eO*(<^>).
Now let f=I—<p. A similar argument yields 0eO*(ip). Thus there are
invariant means p and q on £¿"^(6) with p(<f>)=0 and q(f)=0. But q{<¡>)
—
q(I—tp)= 1—0=1. Thus there are nonunique means on=27cc(G). D
Definition.
Let <f>e^Cœ{G).We call <f>
a weakly almost periodic functional if and only if the map/>->/• r/>from A(G) to J2?°°(G) is a weakly
compact operator. The space of all such is denoted W(G). If the map
/i->/-<^ is a compact operator, we call <pan almost periodic functional.

The space of all such is denoted AP(G).
Theorem 10. Let G be an infinite compact group. Then W{G) is a
proper closed subspace of\^"X'{G).
Proof.
In [3] we showed that vV(G) is a closed subspace of oSf°°(G)
with a unique invariant mean (by using Eberlein's ergodic theory). D
Remark. The group G=SU{2) provides an example of a compact
group such that there are nonzero continuous measures whose FourierStieltjes transforms are in AP(G), a remarkable contrast to the abelian

case. We can in fact show tf0(G)^AP(G), where <g0(Ó)={<f>££"°(Ú):
for £>0, there are only finitely many a£G with H^Jc^e}.
Since j4£(G) is an ^(G)-module it suffices to show that the FourierStieltjes transform mG of the Haar measure on G is in AP(G). For keZ+,

let Pk denote the map from A(G) to J2?°°(G)by (£*/),, = (/)* (f(x)=f(x~1),
xeG) forO_«_A:, and (Pkf)„=0 for n>k. Now£t is of finite rank, and so
it suffices to show that

\\Pk(f)-f- w0|L < -7-

k+ 1

«/IL,

(feA(G)).

But

\\Pk(f)-f-

iftoll, = max{||(/):iL:n > fe} ^
= max{||(/);i|i:« > fc}= ^-j-^ ||/|L4,

since||/b = ||/lU = 2^o («+!) II(/)X
The same method proves the following:

Theorem 11. If G is a compact group such that for each /=1, 2, • • • ,
there are only finitely many aeG with I=nx (the degree of a), then

V0(G)c:AP(G).
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